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“The audio visual aspect of any event creates a lasting impression.
With technology evolving at an incredible speed, it
is essential to have expert audio visual support.
Browncroft now have this expertise in-house.”

The best kind of audio visual is one which delegates don’t
even notice. For this reason we have an in-house technical
division to ensure we can provide our clients with professionally
delivered, bespoke solutions to events across the globe.
Our specialist team add value to any event by giving key messages
real impact, ensuring attendees retain vital information. Our
technical team can provide you with exciting and innovative
audio visual solutions which will be on budget, on schedule
and will make your event stand out from the competition.
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We support three types of meetings for our clients:

Face to Face

A traditional environment where participants have the opportunity
to communicate and interact the tried and tested way.

Virtual

Delegates attend remotely either in real time or at a
time to suit them. This saves both time and money to say
nothing of reducing the impact on the environment.

Hybrid

A combination of both face to face and virtual
meetings with some participants attending in
person and some taking part remotely.
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Our virtual and hybrid solutions enable our clients
to not only choose who attends but how, when
and where they do so. Whether participants
experience an event via a DVD-ROM, a tailor
made web portal, a bespoke website or a live
web cast, Browncroft Audio Visual Solutions brings
together tried and tested technology to offer you
the best technical event solution for your needs.
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We have a network of strategic partners across the world which allows us to
be a one stop shop for all your event services. We can supply, manage and
integrate multi-lingual translation services, interactive audience response
systems and web-based training applications into your meeting. This not only
saves you time but also ensures a seamless solution which works for you.
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In today’s competitive business environment the expectations of technology at
meetings is high so we don’t leave anything to chance; we’ll provide you with an
audio visual consultant who will take you through the entire process. Our experienced
and friendly team will not only advise you on the best technical solution for your
event always making use of high quality equipment delivered by professionals,
but will also make suggestions on ways to improve the success of the event.

